Welcome to summer. We're all set for warmer weather and lighter evenings and we've got everything you need to make sure your home is too, from beautiful furniture and colourful tableware to perfectly portable picnicware and games galore. At M&S you'll find a style you'll love at a price that suits.

Sustainable, breathable Tencel® – the secret to our Comfortably Cool bed linen

**EXOTIC PALM PRINT DOUBLE BED SET**
£22.50

- Exotic Palm Print double bed set £22.50 T357720B
- Comfortably Cool pillowcase £8 T351621P
- Comfortably Cool double fitted sheet £19.50 T351621F
- Arlo Natural double bedstead £349 T653460
- Arlo Natural compact bedside table £179 T653467
- Leda task table lamp £59 T805236
- Linen cushion £15 T472855

**GO GREEN**

- Faux plants bring the outside in – and no need to water
- Large faux aloe in concrete pot £25 T274222G
- Echeveria in ceramic pot £19.50 T274357
INSTANT SUMMER UPDATES

**Smile cushion £15**
Δ T471628

**Hello cushion £15**
Δ T471624

**Lois outdoor beanbag £79**
T849103G

**Small parasol**
Base sold separately.
T849902G

£49.50

**Perfect pots to green up your home**

**Extra large white planter on legs £35**
T408230P

**Medium metal planter on legs £19.50**
T408238P

**Medium pink glazed planter £15**
T408390P

**Chic and colourful**

**Lois sofa £149**
T849802G

**For brighter mealtimes**

**Brushstrokes melamine side plate £3.50**
T344710S

**Brushstrokes melamine dinner plate £4**
T344710D

**Flamingo picks**
Set of 12 T408382P

£5

**NEXT DAY DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR OR IN STORE**

**Follow us**

IN STORE | ONLINE | APP
YOUR ONE-STOP SHOP FOR SUMMER

In store, online, app – delivered to your door or your store. Order by 10pm for next-day delivery†.
Whatever you want this summer, we make it easy to bring it home (the only thing we can’t guarantee is sunshine)

LOIS BISTRO SET
£179

Lois bistro table and 2 chairs set £179 T849804G Lois sun lounger £149 T849803G Abstract Crewel Work cushion £25 T471646 Summer Geo cushion £15 T471682 Brushstrokes melamine tray £12.50 T34471T Brushstrokes melamine bowl £4 T34471B Rainbow plastic hi ball £3 T341729T Rainbow plastic tumbler £3 T341729B

Long-lasting synthetic wicker on a rust-resistant powder-coated metal frame
Summer is family time, and we have everything you need to turn your garden or terrace into a space everyone can enjoy. Hardwearing and practical pieces – from shatterproof tableware to finely crafted furniture – make al fresco entertaining effortless. And our range of outdoor games will keep the kids busy while you enjoy lunch in the sun. Want to get even more comfortable? We have outdoor beanbags too.

**SCHOOL’S OUT**
Prep the patio for summer family fun

---

**GAME ON - outdoor entertainment for kids and adults alike**

- **Boules set £15**
  - T408316G
- **Flamingo cards £6**
  - T408382C
- **Family Sports Day kit £15**
  - T408319G
- **Pineapple cards £6**
  - T408340P
- **Rounders set £15**
  - T408317C
- **FESTOON LIGHTS**
  - £19.50
  - Solar powered
- **Marlow table and 2 benches set £799**
  - T659883G
- **Shanghai parasol £95**
  - T849001G
- **Abstract Crewel Work cushion £25**
  - T408106G
- **Brushstrokes melamine tableware Dinner plate £4**
  - T344710D
- **Side plate £3.50**
  - T344710S
- **Bowl £4**
  - T344710B
- **Flamingo plastic drinkware Tumbler £3**
  - T344751T
- **Wine glass £3.50**
  - T344751W
- **Small bowl £3**
  - T344751C
- **Watermelon plastic drinkware Hi ball £3.50**
  - T344756B
- **Rainbow plastic jug £12.50**
  - T344719J
- **Large aloe in pot £59**
  - T274242G
- **Festoon solar lights £19.50**
  - T408107L
- **Medium metal planter on legs £19.50**
  - Plant not included. Not suitable for outdoor use. T408238P

---

**FIND A STYLE YOU’LL LOVE…**

IN STORE | ONLINE | APP
PACK UP YOUR PICNIC
Grab a blanket, fill up a hamper and head out on an adventure

SEE THE FULL RANGE AT MARKSANDSPENCER.COM

Our super-portable picnic blanket has a handy waterproof base

Plain fleece rug £7.50 T344720

Left to right: Clear plastic wine glass £3 T344724
Clear plastic gin glass £3 T344732C
Plastic jar tumbler £4 T344701J

Above: Herringbone weave rug £35 T344707
Curver lunchbox £5
Includes cutlery T341618A

Right: Lunch cool bag £6 T344723
4-person backpack
cool bag £35 includes plastic plates, glasses and cutlery. T344785B
Flamingo cool bag £15 T344782B

Perfect for school lunches

LUNCH COOL BAG
£6

Pretty prints add fun to a practical cool bag

Plates, cutlery and more – perfect for a family of four

Sunbaked hamper £75
Includes 4 place settings (ceramic plates, plastic wine glasses, cutlery), plus napkins, salt and pepper set and bottle opener. T344780P

SEE THE FULL RANGE AT MARKSANDSPENCER.COM

AT A PRICE THAT SUITS
FIND A STYLE YOU’LL LOVE…

Great Escape
Transport yourself to warmer climes with furniture and garden accessories inspired by Africa

See the full range at marksandspencer.com

Our shatterproof melamine combines jungle motifs and botanical prints – designs to go wild for.

Sunbaked melamine dinner plate £16
Set of 4 T344720D
Sunbaked melamine cereal bowl £14
Set of 4 T344720C
Sunbaked melamine salad bowl £9.50
T344720B
Allegro 16-piece cutlery set £8 T3443000M

GREAT ESCAPE
Transport yourself to warmer climes with furniture and garden accessories inspired by Africa

See the full range at marksandspencer.com

Lois sun lounger £149 T849803G
Lois coffee table £99 T849800G
Jute Palm outdoor cushion £25 T471226

Right: Capri coffee table £199 T849700G
Capri chair £199 T849702G
Capri side table £99 T849703G
Reactive melamine dinner plate £16 Set of 4 T344721D
Reactive melamine cereal bowl £14 Set of 4 T344721C
Bubble plastic tumbler £12 Set of 4 T344733T

Easy-care teak will look good for years to come.
With the right pieces, any outdoor space can become a sanctuary. Our outdoor furniture ranges are designed for ultimate comfort and built to withstand the elements, so you can relax and enjoy months of laidback lounging.

Melrose corner sofa £1099 T659897C
Melrose coffee table £129 T659896C
Banbury cushion £9.50 T471656 Abstract Leaf print and stitch cushion £25 T471926
Linen cushion £15 T472865 Small beaded lantern £22.50 T278054 Extra small beaded lantern £15 T278044 Medium faux fern in crackle pot £49.50 T274208C Succulent garden in tall terracotta pot £25 T274223C

These supremely comfy seat cushions are also water-repellent.

Rain or shine style
Our Melrose range is made from FSC-certified eucalyptus and can safely be left outside in all weathers.

Find it all online.
UNDER THE SEA

Choose marine-themed melamine for a nod to nautical style.

**Nautical melamine tableware** Sets sold as pack of 4. Side plate set £14 T344723S Pasta bowl set £16 T344723P Cereal bowl set £14 T344723C Fish platter £6 T344728P Star platter £6 T344729P

**Reactive melamine tableware** Sets sold as pack of 4. Dinner plate set £16 T344721D Side plate set £14 T344721S Bubble plastic tumbler £12 Set of 4 T344733T Linen napkin £19.50 Set of 4 T342472L

DIVE INTO SUMMER

Capture the spirit of ocean living, even when you’re miles from the nearest beach.

**PRACTICAL MAGIC**
Shatterproof plates with the allure of ceramic? Look no further than our magnificent melamine.

Find it all online.

**SHATTERPROOF**

**MELAMINE FROM**

**£6**
Fiesta time

Upscale your cocktails and coolers with plastic drinkware in bright colours and fun designs with a dash of personality.

Above: Pineapple plastic drinkware Hi ball £3.50 T344754B Wine glass £3.50 T344754W Tumbler £3 T344754T

Flamingo plastic drinkware Wine glass £3.50 T344751W Tumbler £3 T344751T Hi ball £3.50 T344751B Small bowl £3 T344751C

Palm tree plastic drinkware Jug £12.50 T344755J Salad bowl £9.50 T344755A

Right: Watermelon plastic drinkware Wine glass £3.50 T344756W Hi ball £3.50 T344756B Jug £12.50 T344756J Tumbler £3 T344756T
COOL WAYS TO BEAT HOT SUMMER NIGHTS

From mattresses to bed linen, we’ve got innovative solutions for a great night’s sleep.

1. THE MATTRESS
   With one side for winter and one for summer, just flip our dual-sided Seasonal 1250 mattress as the seasons change to make the most of its thermo-regulating properties.
   Seasonal 1250 mattress from £599 (single)

2. THE DUVET
   Fluffy, soft, yet incredibly lightweight, this Comfortably Cool duvet is designed to keep you cooler as the nights get hotter.
   Comfortably Cool duvet from £25 (1 tog single duvet)

3. THE PILLOW
   Our Comfortably Cool pillow not only regulates temperature, but is also firm, supportive and helps keep your spine aligned.
   Comfortably Cool pillow £15

4. THE BED LINEN
   The finishing touch. Tencel®-rich Comfortably Cool bed linen helps moderate your body temperature and draws moisture off your skin.
   Comfortably Cool bed linen from £8 (pillowcase)

Switch up this reversible duvet set to suit your space.

NATURAL SELECTION – easy ways to green your home

Opulent Bird jacquard cushion £17.50
T479656

Urban Botanics book £18
T409866B

Faux bird’s nest plant in ceramic pot £19.50
T274248G

Grapefruit & Ginger lidded candle £12.50
T272322S

Watercolour Leaves mug £5
T343098C

Seeded and wood tea light holder £9.50
T277308C

TIGER PRINT
DOUBLE BED SET
£22.50
FRESH PRINTS
Breathe new life into your bedroom with exclusive seasonal designs direct from our studio
SEE THE FULL RANGE AT MARKSANDSPENCER.COM

OLIVIA DOUBLE BED SET
£29.50

THE POWER OF PLAIN
Our Egyptian cotton bed linen comes in 23 colours to complement our duvet sets.
Pure Egyptian cotton percale 230
bed linen from £7.50 (pillowcase)

SOME LIKE IT HOT
Dreaming of far-flung places? You will with our tropical-print bed linen in hothouse hues.
Floral Flamingo Print double bed set £39.50
T357347B Pure Egyptian cotton percale 230 pillowcase £7.50 T354001P Pure Egyptian cotton percale 230 double fitted sheet £19.50 T351781F Arlo Grey double bedstead £349 T653460 Arlo Grey bedside table £179 T653467 Capri side table £99 7849703G Multiweave rug from £19.50 T472694A

AT A PRICE THAT SUITS

SUMMER SCENTS
Everything you need to create your own luxurious spa-style haven at home

Calm room spray £6 T276556
Calm scented candle £7.50 T275556
Calm hand wash £5 T272257
Calm hand lotion £5 T272257
Calm diffuser £15 T275556

IN STORE | ONLINE | APP
TAKE IT AWAY

Pack your bags and head for the sun – we’ve got all you need to get your summer holiday off to a good start.

First, choose the right size bag. The M&S luggage range has everything from cabin bags for short-haul hoppers to capacious cases for a family fortnight in the sun – each range is available in three sizes. They come with four wheels for easy upright steering, TSA locks (so security can open without damaging the case, but no one else can get in), along with the reassurance of a five-year guarantee.

**Plane sailing** – our smallest cases are carry-on cabin size.

**Value hard 4-wheel case**
- Cabin £59 T083203
- Medium £69 T083204
- Large £79 T083205

**Two-tone soft 4-wheel cabin suitcase** £79 T085213

**Scorpio 4-wheel medium suitcase** £89 T085505

**Heritage 4-wheel large suitcase** £99 T086202

**Next day delivery**

TO YOUR DOOR OR IN STORE

**Head for the beach**

Bag your spot with a soft, absorbent beach towel. They’re chlorine-resistant and made with responsibly sourced cotton (our sand-resist towels have a clever weave so sand won’t get trapped and you won’t bring the beach home).

**Left to right:**
- Stripe Hammam beach towel £15 T366501N
- Leopard Print beach towel £15 T366500L
- Multi Stripe sand resist beach towel £15 T366100B
- Abstract Leaf Blues beach towel £15 T366510B
- Toucan kids’ beach towel £12.50 T365510T

**Sand-resistant**

Lightweight and quick to dry

**Exclusive designs kids will love**

**SUN STAPLES**

Beach, pool or picnic, be sure to stay safe in the sun.

**Sun Smart Sensitive Sun Spray Kids SPF50+ £10.50**

With sunflower oil, soothing aloe and vitamin E. T224331

**Philip Kingsley Swim Cap £17**

Protects against chlorine and salt water damage. T235847U

**Ultrasun Family Super Sensitive sun lotion SPF30 £19**

All-day protection for even the most sensitive skins. T237187T

**Burt’s Bees SPF lip balm £5**

Protects and hydrates your lips all year round. T232244L

**Sun Smart Aftersun Moisture Protect crème gel £7**

With vitamin E and aloe vera to soothe and repair. T224341